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The Inside StoriesThe Inside Stories is a sustainable luxury home décor brand is a sustainable luxury home décor brand
established in the year 2021 with an aim to preserve handcraftedestablished in the year 2021 with an aim to preserve handcrafted
traditions by supporting rural /tribal craftsmanship by offering toptraditions by supporting rural /tribal craftsmanship by offering top
quality home décor range with a blend of traditional artwork andquality home décor range with a blend of traditional artwork and
modern aesthetics. The Inside Stories use the best quality materialsmodern aesthetics. The Inside Stories use the best quality materials
directly sourced from RWS certified farms in New Zealand and ourdirectly sourced from RWS certified farms in New Zealand and our
weaving technique is something that we are completely proud of. Weweaving technique is something that we are completely proud of. We
take pride in increasing the use of recycled materials and makingtake pride in increasing the use of recycled materials and making
beautiful products out of them.beautiful products out of them.

What makes us Nature's best friend ?What makes us Nature's best friend ?

Plastic indeed is more than a waste , plastic bottles take upto 450Plastic indeed is more than a waste , plastic bottles take upto 450
years to decompose in landfill which is not good for our environment asyears to decompose in landfill which is not good for our environment as
plastic results in plastic pollution . So , to reduce our carbon footprint ,plastic results in plastic pollution . So , to reduce our carbon footprint ,
we have introduced a product range in which all the products are madewe have introduced a product range in which all the products are made
from recycled PET plastic water bottlesfrom recycled PET plastic water bottles

For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/the-inside-For more details, please visit http://www.indiafinder.in/detail/the-inside-
stories-14867stories-14867
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